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ABSTRACT

When used as a tool for safety decision making, Probabilistic Safety
Assessment (PSA) is as effective as it realistically characterizes the overall
frequency and consequences of various types of system and component failures.
If significant support system failure events are omitted from consideration,
the PSA process omits the characterization of possibly unique contributors to
core damage risk, possibly underestimates the frequency of core damage, and
reduces the future utility of the PSA as a decision making tool for the
omitted support system. This paper is based on a review of several recent US
PSA studies and the author's partiCipation in several International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) sponsored peer reviews.

Introduction

Nuclear power plants utilize a number of support systems to actuate, control,
power, and cool safety and non-safety related systems. Typical support
systems include: major 480V load centers, 125V DC Buses, 120V Vital AC Buses,
Service Water, Component Cooling Water, H.V.A.C., and Instrument Air. State
of the art Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSAs) typically consider loss of
all AC Cor Station AC Blackout). Consideration of other types of support
system failures is not as uniform.

Many curre _. day PSAs tend to omit detailed treatments of other support system
failure inltiating events for a number of reasons including:

o Consid_i'dtion of such initiators is not required in current day
PRA Procedures Guides (References 1,2) or in the requiremepts for
Individual Plant Evaluations (Reference 3).

o Support systems are normal operating systems and are generally
assumed to be very reliable.

o The data needed to accur._tely quantify the frequency of support
system failures is very difficult to obtain and is subject to
appreciable uncertainties.

o At the earliest stages, plant response to support system failure
typically looks similar to other higher frequency events (such as
loss of main Feedwater) which are explicitly modeled in the PSA
process.

As PSAs applications gain wider acceptance in the decision making process,
regulators are frequently finding themselves pressed to make important



decisionson issues which are not addressed in the PSAs in question (or were
screenedout). As an example, in the US, regulators are asked to provide
relaxationin servicewater relatedtechnical specificationson plants in
which loss of servicewater was screened out as an initiatorby being assumed
to be less than 10"7/yr. At the same time, US operatingexperience has shown
12 completefunctional failures (ReFerence4) of servicewater system caused
by failuremodes not typicallymodeled in PSAs (example'human errors of
commission,foreign debris plugging,freezing). This is typical of the type
of problemsfacing decision makers.

This paper identifiesthe significanceof support system failures,surveys the
state of the art in modeling supportsystem failure initiators,identifiesthe
ranges of support system failure rates currently being used, and points out
areas where improvementsare warranted.

Safety and Risk Siqnificanceof SupportSystem Failq.res

Support system failures are significantto the understandingof current day
nuclear power plant risk for a number of reasons.

o The normal design bases for current day nuclear power plants
generally presupposesthe successful operationof various support
systems such as 120V Vital AC Buses, DC Power and Service Water.
Little considerationwas given during the design phases f_r System
Level FailureModes and Effects Analysis which identifywhat
happens if a support system fails.

o Support system failure events (for examples:loss of 120V Vital
AC, total loss of air systems, loss of CCW) involvecomplex
transients not typicallyconsidered in conventionalsafety
analysis which deals with single major fluid system failures or

, reactivity control system malfunctions. There are typically no
regulatory acceptancecriteria for plant response during such
events, and hence no need to understand the details of post-trip
fluid system behavior.

o Because of the previouslymentioned lack of detailed thermal
hydraulic analyses,symptom oriented emergencyprocedures
typically don't address support system failures very weil.
Additionally,simulatortraining in support system failure
recovery is not comparableto that for anticipatedtransients.

o Certain support system failures (for example: loss of all AC, loss
of service water) have very high conditionalprobabilitiesof core
damage given the event because they can create a transient
condition and simultaneouslydefect various systems needed to
mitigate the transient.



Modelinq of Support System Failure Initiators

Based on a review of a number of PSAs in both the US and other IAEA nlember
countries,support system failure has been treated in a number of different
ways.

The more limited scope approach to treating support system failure has been to
assume that the frequencyand system failureconsequencesof supportsystem
failure initiatorswas bounded by normal operatingtransients such as loss of
main feedwater. This approach is typical to what has been done in many PSAs
such _t the US Reactor Safety Study (Reference5), the recent German Risk
Study (Referenc_6), Soviet PSAs typical of the Gorky Nuclear District Heating
Reactor PSA (Reference7), the Swedish Forsmark I/2 Level ! PSA (Reference8)
and others.

The assumption that frequencies are bounded by normal operatingtransients is
clearly plausible,but the additicnalassumptionthat system failure
consequencesare also bounded (or can be neglectedgiven the frequency
bounding) is less obvious. PSAs dealingwith support system failure in this
manner are typicallyused only for characterizingand estimatingexisting risk
levels. Such PSAs can not be used for long term safety management because
with no base case parameters or models from the various support systems,
changes in reliabilitydue to design or operatingchanges cannot be modeled.

A more detailed level of support system failure analysis involves attempts to
quantify the frequencyof partial and total losses of support systems and a
limited investigationof dependenciesvia either system level failuremodes
and effects analysis or via constructionof system dependency block diagrams.
This approach is in line with that recommendedby the IAEA (Reference9). The
recently completedNUREG-1150 PSAs are good examples of this type of approach
(References10, 11, 12, 13, 14). This approach is more in depth than the
previously describedapproach. Actual frequencyestimates are developed and
system dependency effects are studied in detail and a stronger technical bases
is developed for assuring that core damage frequencywill not be significantly
effected due to multiple failed mitigating systems. Cases where further
considerationis warranted (such as developmentof full accident sequences and
event tree models) can be identified in a systematic fashion. A good example
of this was the Surry PRA (Reference 10) which identifieda need for further
detail for loss of DC Bus events and the Zion PRA (Reference14) which
identified a need for further detail for loss of componentcooling water
events.

This level of detail provides better accuracy in estimates of'total core
damage frequencyby reducing some of the modeling uncertaintiesassociated
with the impacts of support system failures on mitigating systems. However,
similar to the first approach, PSAs with this level of depth are not able to
support resolutionof plant safety issues involving support system issues
which have been screened out. As an example, if someone wished to use one of
the NUREG-II50 PSAs to evaluate the safety significanceof service water
strainer plugging on core melt frequencyor man-rems to the public, he would
quickly find that the models are not configured to do this. This is due to
the fact that the frequency of servicewater system failure was estimated to
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be below the cutoff criteria. Similary, if one wished to evaluate the safety
significanceof electrolyticcapacitor aging in DC/AC invertor units, the
existing PSA models will not readily supportdevelopmentof risk estimates.
In a PWR an increasedfailure rate of vital AC buses in the future will
typicallycause unusual loss of feedwaterevents which are complicatedby
failed control room instrumentation(this clearly impactsHuman Reliability)
and loss of many non-safetyrelated control systems (e.g. pressurizer
pressure,level etc.)_ as well as equipment interlocks.

To address th_se types of shortcomings,PSAs which are in fact intendedto
supportlong term decisionmaking uses (e.g. living PSAs) must not only
address the higher probabilityanticipatedoperationaltransients needed to
quantify core damage frequency,they must also develop accident sequence
models of events which are not major core melt frequencycontributors.
Examples of living PSA models which in fact do this include: the Millstone 3
(PWR) PSA (Reference15), the Millstone I (BWR) PSA (Reference 16), and the
Darlington (CANDU)PSA (Reference 17). The Millstone PSAs were explicitly
developed not only to estimate existing risk levels but to evaluate new issues
in the future. They currently serve as a basis for the IntegratedSafety
Assessment Program (ISAP). The Darlington PSA was developed as a design
evaluation tool which could serve as the basis for future work.

One of the salient features of these types of living PSAs is the level of
detail involved in both the estimation of support system failure frequencies
and in the event tree and HRA models of plant responsegiven the support
system failure. Differenttypes of models have been used to estimate the
frequency of support system failure, These have included:

o Statisticalestimates based on plant experience

o Reliabilityblock diagrams

o Simple fault trees, (see Figure I), typically used in estimating
single train support system like loss of InstrumentAir, loss of
single Vital AC or DC Bus, or loss of a single service water
train. (References15, 16)

o Time dependentMarkov-typemodels typically used to assess
multiple support system train failures. The use of Markov models
allows considerationof recovery and plant coping times.
(References15, 16)

o Operator action event trees, (see Figure 2) typically used to
model multiple support system train failures. These types of
models allow for considerationof a wider variety of initial
support system operating modes. As an example: how many service
water pumps are initially runningwhen the first train fails, and
how does the operator respond to the event? (References16, 18).
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Assessed Ranqes of Support System Failure Event Frequencies

Table I summarizes the ranges of assessed frequencies of support system
failure initiating events from a number of recently completed PSA. From
reviewing these assessed values a number of observations can be made, these
are summarized below.

/

o 125V DC Power The range of values assessed for partial loss of DC
power events (loss of single DC Bus) spans a range from
2x102/yr - 3x10"3/yr. The models are typically dominated by bus
fault events whose frequency typically originators from the
original 1975 WASH-1400(Reference 5) failure data. This is
surprising in view of the fact current operating experience does
exist in this area. The range of values assessed for total loss

of DC, as one would expect is significantlyJower (80x106/yr -4.0x10B/yr). Special calculation models a,= typical'ly used which
are most sensitive to assumed commoncause failure probabilities
and fault recovery assumptions. Markov models factoring in
recovery would typically give lower values.

o 480V AC Buses and 120V AC Buses The range of values assessed for
single electrical bus faults is comparable to that used for 125V
DC Buses. This is not surprising in view of the fact the results
are dominated by the same bus fault failure rate data from WASH-
1400 (Reference 5).

o Component Cooling Water The values assessed for loss of CCW
events ranges from 2.0x103/yr - 4.0x104/yr, but are not directly
comparable. The Zion event frequency is dominated by a
hypothetical CCWpipe rupture, whereas the Millstone I event
frequency is dominated by actual pump reliability and operator
response probabilities.

o Service Water' There is actual EPRI data (Reference 21) on
frequency of partial loss of Service water events. The assessed
range of total loss of Service Water events in another matter and
span a range of 8.0xlO'3/yr - 108/yr., almost four decades! The
high end value, Millstone i is a 3 pump system with a common
header and the value was obtained via an operator action event
tree which modeled operator response to the failure of a single
running pump. Pipe rupture was not considered. Commoncause
failures (debris plugging) were considered but were dominated by
other issues. The lowest assessed value, Millstone 3 is a 4 pump
two train system with automatic back up pump start on trip of the
running pump. A cross-connect header exists but is isolated given
Safety Injection signals or detected pipe rupture conditions The
10-°/yr value was obtained with a Markov model which factore'd in
recovery and was heavily dominated by the commoncause failure
probabilities assumed. Should debris plugging or freezing
probabilities increase (as recent experience indicates) the event
frequency would dramatically increase.



o Instrument Ai_r The range of assessed loss of instrument air
frequencies 1.0x10:/yr- 3.0xlO:/yr is relatively narrow. Both
analysis cited rely heaviiy on statistical analysis of operating
experience either directly or in a fault tree model.

Recommendations and Conclusions

Recognizing the potential safety importance of support system failure
initiating events in PSA decision making applications, it is essential that
PSAs incorporate such events in the PSA. Appropriate models will then allow
future sensitivity analyses to be performed. Without ir, corporating these
models in the PSA it will not be possible to actually use the PSA as a living
tool. This obviously requires more work up-front, but it is essential to
developing models capable of supporting applications such as'

o Relaxing technical specification action statements

o Evaluating proposed plant design changes involving support systems

o Evaluating the safety significance of actual plant events, and
generic safety issues related to support systems

o Evaluating the impacts of support system component aging risk

o Planning and prioritizing Facility inspections based on PSA.

There are a number of major uncertainties which can and should be resolved in
the quantification of support system failure frequency. These include the
following'

o Reconciliation of the actual failure modes observed in operating
experience with those typically assumed in current day PSAs. As
noted, many current day PSAs have support system failure
frequencies which are dominated by items such as electrical bus
faults originating from 1975-vintage WASH-1400assumptions.

o The effects of passive failure modes relative to active failure
modes should be considered. Obvious examples include' electrical
bus faults and pipe failures.

o The effects of operator errors of ommission and commission which
are frequently seen in operating experience should be considered
in both single and double train support systems.

o The most important commoncause failure modes affecting DC
batteries, vital AC systems, and service water systems should be
identified. Special models of these commoncause failure modes

" should be developed incorporating the best data currently
available.

In conclusion, the issue of closure of the support system failure events in
PSAs will only come about when current PSA Procedures Guides are updated to
reflect improved methods and data for quantifying failure frequency.



TABLE I

' Assessed Ranges of Support System Failure Initiator Event Frequencies

Support System Partial Failure Total Failure
(of Reduced Trains)

125V DC Power l.OxlO'2/yr Darlington (S) 3,9xlO'8/yr Millstone 3 (M)
(Ref, 17) (Ref, 15)

l.TxlO"2/yr Seabrook (R) 7,SxlO'6/yr Connecticut Yankee
(Reg. 20) (Reg. 18)

8,4xlO'3/yr Connecticut Yankee (F)
(Ref, 18)

50xlO'3/yr NUREG-II50 (0)

3.9xlO'3/yr Millstone 3 (F)
(Ref, 15)

480V AC Bus 1.4xlO'2/yr Connecticut Yankee (F) ......
(Ref. 18)

120V AC Power l.OxlO'I/yr. Darlington (S) ......
(Ref, i/)

2.4xlO'2/yr Millstone 3 (F)
(Ref, 15)

1,1xlO'2/yr Garona (S)

(Ref. 20)

5,0xlO'3/yr NUREG-I150 (0)

3.Sx10"3/yr Millstone I (F)
(Ref, 16)

Component Cooling

Water ...... 2,0xlO3/yr SurrY (0)
(Ref, i0)

9,0x10"4/yr Zion (0)

(Ref, 14)

• 4,7xlO'4/yr Millstone I (F)
(Ref. 16)

Service Water 1.8xlO'2/yr Millstone 3 (S,F) 7,8x]O'3/yr Millstone 1 (E)
(Ref, iS) (Ref 16)

9.0xlO'4/yr Zion (0)
(Re_ 14)

1,3xlO'4/yr Connecticut Yankee E)
(Ref 18)

2,5xlO'6/yr Seabrook (R)
(Rer 19)

<lO'7/yr Surry, Sequoyah (0)
(Ref 19)

lO'8/yr Millstone 3 (M)
(Ref 15)



TABLE I (Continued)

Support System Partial Failure Total Failure
(of Reduced Trains_

Instrument Air 3.0xlO'2/yr Darlington (S) ......
or Control Air (Ref. 17)

1,1xlO'2/yr Connecticut Yankee (F)
(Ref, 18)

Method Code: (S) Statistical Experience (E) Event TreeModel
(F) Fault Tree Model (0) Other

(R) Reliability Block Diagram

(M) Markov Model
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